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Abstract

Designing a secure and dependable system is not just a
technical issue, it involves also a deep analysis of the or-
ganizational and the social environment in which the sys-
tem will operate. In this paper, we detail our experience in
modeling and analyzing requirements for an industrial case
(air traffic management system) using the Secure Tropos
framework. Particularly, we focus on modeling and reason-
ing about trust and risk relations within the organizational
structure; we discuss pros and cons of Secure Tropos stem-
ming from our experience and lessons learned which might
be general interests for RE methodologies.

1. Introduction
The literature in requirements engineering has recently

highlighted the importance of analyzing security and de-
pendability (S&D) issues since the early phases of the soft-
ware development [13, 9], and in particular for safety-
critical domains where human lives are at stake [3].

It is also accepted that S&D cannot be considered as
purely technical issues but should be analyzed together with
the organizational environment. In this direction, goal-
based approaches have gained momentum in the commu-
nity showing their relevance to model and analyze security
issues within an organizational setting. Among the various
proposals, the SI*/SecureTropos methodology, an extension
of the i*/Tropos methodology, has been gaining acceptance
both in the RE [9] and Security [10, 2] communities. It
introduces concepts such as ownership, trust, risk and del-
egation within the requirements model in order to capture
security and trust requirements. Automated reasoning is
supported to verify S&D properties.

Still, Secure Tropos is a research-oriented methodology
and, although it has been used in many significant case stud-
ies, the modeling of system requirements has always been
led by researchers. The objective of this paper is to look
at what happens when practitioners use the Secure Tropos
framework in modeling and analyzing requirements in a real

safety-critical scenario set in the context of Air Traffic Man-
agement. We will discuss the specific challenging problems
that an ATM scenario introduces (Section 2) and how to
choose an appropriate a methodology for modeling S&D
requirements (Section 3) and how they have been handled
with Secure Tropos. Particularly, we will focus on how to
model the ATM organizational structure and associated trust
and risk relations and present some S&D patterns for the
ATM scenario (Section 4). We discuss strengths and weak-
nesses of the methodology (Section 5) and conclude with
final considerations (Section 6).

2. S&D for Air Traffic Management
This work is part of the SERENITY project1, whose ob-

jective is to provide S&D patterns for the protection of crit-
ical infrastructures such as the air transportation system. In
order to engineer S&D patterns, it is mandatory to be able
to capture S&D requirements. This is a daunting task be-
cause we must (i) capture the context of the overall socio-
technical system with a shared unambiguous language and
(ii) validate and assess the S&D properties, and in the end
(iii) make them suitable for automated processing by a run-
time system supporting the S&D properties of the over-
all system. This introduces the need of coupling between
computer-supported RE with ethnographic approach.

In a nutshell, Air Traffic Management (ATM) is an ag-
gregation of services provided by ground-based Air Traf-
fic Controllers (ATCOs). ATCOs must maintain horizontal
and vertical separation among aircraft. They must ensure
an orderly and expeditious air traffic flow, providing flight
context information to pilots, such as routes to waypoints,
weather conditions, and (last but not least) issuing orders
and directions. These services are provided by Airport Con-
trol Towers for the arrival and departure flight phases and
Area Control Centres (ACCs) for the en-route flight phase.

The airspace managed by each ACC is organized into
adjacent volumes (called Sectors) with a predefined capac-

1EU-IST-IP 6th Framework Programme - SERENITY 27587 -
http://www.serenity-project.org



(a) Airspace before re-sectorization (b) EC (Left) and PC (Right) cooperate (c) Airspace after re-sectorization

Figure 1. Managing a sector with unexpected increase in traffic

ity (i.e. number of flights that can be safely managed at the
same time). Each sector is operated by a team of two AT-
COs, consisting of a Planning Controller (PC) and an Ex-
ecutive Controller (EC), who work together as a team and
share the responsibility for safe operations of the sector.

ECs are in charge of all air-to-ground communication.
They monitor aircraft in the sector and provide pilots
with instructions on route, altitude, speed, information on
weather, and air traffic condition. When an aircraft ap-
proaches the sector boundary, they pass it off the respon-
sibilities to the EC on adjacent sector. PCs assist ECs, co-
ordinating entry-exit flight-point and altitude with adjacent
sectors, in order to ensure a smooth air traffic flow. They
also monitor the traffic within their sector and in most cases
they update the ACC system with the ECs clearances.

Groups of neighboring sectors are coordinated by a su-
pervisor. Supervisors are also responsible to define sectors’
configuration in order to manage the traffic forecast for the
next period. The predefined procedures of sector config-
uration require the availability of a sector team (PC and
EC) and resources (e.g., radar display, workstation, etc.) to
safely manage the traffic (Figure 1(b)). Supervisors should
monitor, assist, and, if needed, temporarily take over the
roles of controllers. Supervisor have also the responsibility
to promptly avoid delays in crucial information transmis-
sions due to partial failures of automatic information sys-
tems. They typically accomplish this task by communicat-
ing directly with controllers.

The story below is an example in which airspace re-
sectorization resolves an unexpected increase of air traffic.

1. It’s 11 am. Paula (PC for Sector SU of ACC A, see
Figure 1(a)) notices from the planning traffic display
that there will be an increase of the number of flights
for next hour which exceeds the capacity of Sector SU.

2. Paula asks Robert (Supervisor) to reach her position
and to proceed with the horizontal splitting of Sector
SU into two sectors. As shown in Figure 1(c), Sector
SU is divided along the dotted line, so that only Sector
SU 1 is the neighbor of Sector N from ACC B.

3. At 11.15 am sector re-configuration is carried out and
is registered by the system in the daily log.

4. As soon as the re-sectorisation is operational, Paula in-

forms neighboring sectors of ACC A, providing them
with the radio frequency of Sector SU 2 and instruc-
tions for the traffic handover.

5. Luke (EC Sector SU 1) hands over the air traffics above
Sector SU 2 to the new control team of Sector SU 2.
The system shows in the displays of both sectors (SU 1
and SU 2) the traffics that are changing Sector.

6. It’s 12 am. Paula and Luke can manage the expected
peak of traffic safely.

The Challenges

Activities such as air traffic controlling and supervision,
significantly depend on ATCOs’ expertise on specific do-
mains and often rely on casual, relaxed and proactive com-
munications among them: all these elements contribute to
create what is called shared context awareness. Context
awareness refers to the ATCOs’ understanding of processes
and relevant aspects in dynamic environments where they
interact [18]. In ATM, it is crucial especially when AT-
COs have to deal with uncommon situations and they are re-
quired to find solutions that have not covered yet by current
procedures. Context awareness in ATM is achieved through
a strong design commitment in the following issues:

Collaboration among workers is critical where the
tightly coupled or shared activities among ATCOs rely
on overhearing-overseeing one another’s moves and
on shared knowledge.

Example 1 Paula (PC) and Luke (EC) work cooperatively
because they play two roles which are intertwined for the
safe accomplishment of an activity. An activity is typically
performed throughout a set of actions with given goals and
a set of operations defined by activity conditions [17].

Shared use of artifacts contributes to the consolidation of
context awareness among workers. In a sector team,
representations of information are multiple and the use
of some artifacts can be shared.

Example 2 Paula (PC) and Luke (EC) share Radar Dis-
play which is replicated in their working stations.



Emergent behaviors frequently appear to encounter dy-
namism in complex systems. Actors’ action effect oth-
ers goals unintentionally. This relation can not be mod-
eled by contribution relations among actors because
typically they are used for intentional behavior.

Temporal nature of work is important to capture the na-
ture of work in terms of sequence, routines and
rhythms which usually are not formalized.

3. Choosing a Modeling Framework
Most of the challenges, mentioned in the previous sec-

tion, are related to S&D properties. Many works have been
proposed for modeling and evaluating dependable mission
critical systems [1, 12, 19, 20]. The most appropriate type
of model framework depends on the complexity of system
behavior and the S&D requirements to be taken into ac-
count. Analytical modeling, such as Monte-Carlo simula-
tions, can be used during the early stages of the design to
evaluate several alternative architectures and select the most
suitable for S&D requirements [1].

Threat and fault analysis identifies the causes of secu-
rity and dependability failures, such as a set of uncertain
events that can obstruct the correct functions of the system.
Failures correspond to the system states where the S&D re-
quirements are no more fulfilled. Each failure is assessed
in terms of likelihood and the level of losses, and analysts
treat them according those assessments.

The analytical models can be classified into non-state
space models and state space models. Reliability block dia-
grams, fault trees, and reliability graphs are non-state space
models that are commonly used to study dependability of
systems [12]. They are concise, easy to understand, and
moreover have efficient analysis with the support of suitable
evaluation methods and tools. However, they cannot model
concurrency, synchronization, or server failures, since these
violate the model assumptions. Furthermore, those works
traditionally put more focus on the technical-system and
overlook the organization as an integral part of the system.

State-space based models include Markov models and
high level approaches which have an underlying Markov
model. These models provide great expressiveness for de-
pendability specifications and have been extensively applied
to model the dependability and to analyze the hardware-
software reliability [21]. This class of models includes
queuing networks [5] and Generalized Stochastic Petri
Nets [7, 4], which have been the most commonly used. Re-
cently, many frameworks based on UML [8] have been pro-
posed. Generally, they propose to embed Petri Nets for de-
scribing the system properties and validating the solutions.

In the safety and reliability community, the classic mod-
els (e.g., FTA [19], FMECA [6]) have been commonly
used by engineers. However, these works have been ap-
plied for modeling and valuating computer based systems

without considering the dependability of the organizations
where the system-to-be will operate. Answering to the
last challenge, several attempts have been made by extend-
ing requirement modeling frameworks2 (e.g., KAOS [20],
i* [13, 16]) such that it can model and analyze a critical
system. However, those two approaches are not adequate
enough. The former only analyzes the system-to-be with-
out considering the organizational aspects, while the latter
models S&D requirements as non-functional requirements
which are too vague to be verified. Moreover, we argue that
S&D requirements are properties of a system that must be
verified up to a certain extent (i.e., not just a boolean value).

4. Modeling Framework and S&D Patterns
To address the mentioned challenges, we used a model-

ing framework, called Secure-i*/(SI*), which unifies Tro-
pos Goal-Risk Model [2] and Secure Tropos [10]. SI* can
be used to analyze the organizational structure in terms of
agents/actors that are stakeholders of the system (i.e., hu-
mans, software, or machines) and the relations among them.
Each of them is in charge of a set of goals to be fulfilled un-
der any circumstance. An agent might be responsible to
fulfill a goal even if it does not have capabilities or capac-
ities to do so. The methodology underlying the framework
is summarized in Table 1.

The modeling starts by identifying stakeholders and cat-
egorize them into three notions: role, agent, and group.
Afterwards, strategic-interests of each stakeholder/actor are
identified and follow by interdependency among them. In
SI*, there are two types of dependencies: an agent (dele-
gater) may delegate to another agent (delegatee) to fulfill a
goal and delegater gives permission to the delegatee to use a
goal. Note that, the delegatee not necessarily has full capa-
bility to fulfill the goal (delegatum), because it could be the
case the delegatee does a further delegation. By delegating
the fulfillment of a goal, the delegater becomes vulnerable.
The delegater can be failed because the delegatee fails to
fulfill the delegatum. It is also the case for giving permis-
sion to another agent, the delegater takes a risk because the
other agent could misuse the resource that has been granted
to him. Indeed, the dependability of a system does not only
depend on the reliability of a machine, but also depends on
the interdependency among agents in the system.

Afterwards, analysts identify trust relations among
stakeholders. SI* allows us to have a delegation/a per-
mission to the un-trusted5 agent. When an agent (source)
grants permission to another agent (target), it does not im-
ply that the source agent trusts the target one. Sometimes,
the source should grant permission/delegates a goal fulfill-
ment to the one which is un-trusted or distrusted. This sit-

2These frameworks consider the organizational structure where the sys-
tem will be operated

5“Un-trusted” means neither trust nor distrust relation



Step Description Example
Identify
stakehold-
ers

identify who are involved in the
system

Executive Controller (EC), Planning Controller (PC), and Supervisor. A group (called
Team SU) is responsible to manage Sector SU. Team SU consists of an EC (played
by Luke) and a PC (played by Paula)and Roberts plays as a Supervisor.

Identify
strategic
rationale

analyze the intentions, capabil-
ities, ownerships3 of stakehold-
ers about particular goals4

Luke must manage the traffic in Sector SU. Consequently, he must coordinate the exit
point of an aircraft with related adjacent sectors. Robert entitles to allocate ACC’s
resources (working station, telephone, radio, radar display).

Identify
strategic
dependen-
cies

analyze dependencies among
stakeholders about a particular
goal

Luke must coordinate the exit point of aircraft with adjacent sectors. Unfortunately,
EC usually is busy enough managing current traffics in his sector therefore he does
not have time to coordinate with adjacent sectors. Luke delegates this goal to Paula,
such that she will coordinate with Luke’s adjacent sectors on behalf of Luke.

Identify
trust rela-
tions

identify trust relations among
stakeholders about a particular
goal

Luke must hand-over the controlling of aircraft to the adjacent sector when it is ap-
proaching the boarder. Even, Luke does not know who the next controller is. Luke
must delegates to Paula the task of managing incoming traffic, because she acts as
Planning Controller of his sector.

Identify
risk factors

identify uncertain event that
may obstruct the system and de-
fine the acceptable risk level

Controllers might ask for short relief of duty because of simple matters (e.g., receiv-
ing a call, going to the toilet).

Analyze
the model

analyze model whether it has
fulfilled the S&D properties
and the risk is below the accept-
able level

The S&D properties are checked as in “context” scenario described in Section 4.
Analyze whether the risk of having a short relief of duty is acceptable.

Refine the
model

improve the model such that it
fulfills the S&D properties and
the risk is acceptable

Introduce electronic flight-progress-strips to ease coordinating modification between
controllers in a team. Establish trust relation, between team member.

Table 1. Modeling Steps of Secure i*

uation emerges when an agent must delegate the fulfillment
of a goal or give permission in which it does not have any
power to choose another agent (e.g., has been defined by
the regulator) or it does not have any other option (e.g., no
trusted target agents). SI* specifies a trust relation in three
levels: trust, un-trust, and distrust; and each level implies
different level of risk to the system.

The next step is identifying events or threats that can
compromise our S&D requirements. The framework allows
us to model an uncertain event that acts as a risk (nega-
tive effect) or an opportunity (positive effect). This event
should be assessed against its likelihood and its effect to the
related goals. Finally, the model is analyzed with the help
of a suite of tools to ensure whether S&D requirements are
fulfilled and calculate the risk level of the model. On the
base of the results, analysts refine the model (the strategic
rationale, dependency, or trust relations) such that all the
S&D requirements hold and introduce a set of treatments
(i.e., tasks) so that the risk levels are acceptable.

In the following, we present sample S&D patterns
that we have identified in the SERENITY project using
the SI*/SecureTropos methodology. These S&D patterns
(adapted from [15]) are at organizational level, and not soft-
ware/system patterns. These patterns are structured into
three sections: context when the pattern can be applied, re-
quirements are S&D properties that must be fulfilled by the
pattern, and solution which describes how the new organi-
zational setting must be implemented such that the require-

ments are fulfilled. In our work, the context and solution
must be represented formally, besides natural language de-
scription. The formalization allows us to verify the fulfill-
ment of S&D requirements formally and automatically.

4.1. Pattern 1: Collaboration in Small
Groups

Context: Workers/agents have to cope with complex ac-
tivities where tight coordination among them are crucial.
Actor 1 (Paula) and actor 2 (Luke) are part of a team
(Team Sector SU) which is responsible to achieve Main-
Goal (managing aircraft in Sector SU), and each actor is in
charge to achieve a subgoal (G1 or G2) of Main-Goal.

Example 3 Luke must manage current aircraft and Paula
must plan incoming traffic and assess the acceptability of
the sector for incoming traffic.

The failure of one subgoal has a bad impact to the satisfac-
tion of another subgoal.

Example 4 Once Paula fails to perform her responsibility
to plan incoming traffic, then Luke will have difficulties to
manage current traffic.

The success of this pattern depends on the possibility to or-
ganize the work in small dedicated groups of workers aided
by working arrangements and various artefacts.

Requirements: The Main-Goal is guaranteed to be avail-
able and reliable.



Figure 2. Solution of Coll. in Small Groups

Solution: To minimize the risk of G2 getting bad impact
from G1, A new mechanism “Monitor-G1” is introduced to
ensure the fulfillment of G1 which is performed by actor 1
and also vice versa. Actor 1 also adds the goal of “Support-
G2.1” to ensure the availability of the resource that it needs
from actor 2. The model can be seen in Figure 26

Example 5 Luke monitors the work of Paula in managing
incoming traffic. Moreover, Luke supports Paula by orga-
nizing incoming flight progress strips, such that it helps
Paula in annotating FPSs updating flight data.

Moreover, applying this pattern also means defining the
group size and its composition in terms of members’ ca-
pabilities, expertise, and knowledge.

4.2. Pattern 2: Reinforcing Overlapping
Responsibilities for Robustness

Context: Several agents must accomplish a task that re-
quires high level of safety. Therefore, those agents share re-
sponsibility for fulfilling it. A critical activity (Main-Goal)
is responsible of a team that consists of agent 1 and agent 2.
Agent 1 and agent 2 work together and share the responsi-
bility for the safety-critical task. To achieve “Main-Goal”,
agents must have “Capability 1” and “Capability 2”, as we
have seen in the previous examples.

Requirements: To ensure the safe operations of a team.
The Main-Goal must always be fulfilled (available and reli-
able), even if one of the team member is temporarily absent.

Solution: Foresee the explicit (in terms of procedures,
manuals) interdependence of roles amongst tightly coupled
group of agents in safety critical systems. Initially, a team
mate is defined as “can play” the other task such that the
team mate has similar capability from another agent. In
normal conditions this pattern provides cooperation, super-
vision, advice and sharing of knowledge and in times of

6The colored constructs are the addition for the existing context

difficulty it allows for agents to take over the tasks and re-
sponsibilities of others with a certain degree of fluidity.

Moreover, this pattern requires the team members to
have the capability playing the others’ roles. Sometimes
this requirement will be contradicted by the fact that novice
controllers should work with the experienced ones because
of safety reason or to train them.

5. SI* Strengths and Weaknesses
At first, by using SI* models we experienced a remark-

able easiness in communicating the model between security
analysts and domain experts. This point is really significant
for the success of a requirement analysis, because it enables
the domain experts to understand and criticize directly the
RE model which might differ from their knowledges.

All modeling languages come with a rich choice of fea-
tures and constructs. Modeling organizations was a key
claim of the original i* modeling language. We find out
that the initial set of entities used by i* could be reduced
to four: “role” (loosely speaking for capturing classes),
“agent” (loosely speaking for capturing instances), “play”
and “part-of” relations, and the rest could be discarded. For
example, positions can be substituted by a role inheriting
from different roles. Sometimes we stretched the English
meaning of the relations but adding more constructs would
have decreased the readability of the models and hindered
their communication to industry collaborators.

At the same time, the ATM models, and we believe many
if not all organizational models, badly required some con-
structs. The first and foremost missing notion is supervi-
sion: namely the ability to “give orders” to somebody. The
social relation among Boss and Employee cannot be cap-
tured by the part-of relation nor by the classical notions of
dependencies in i* nor the new relations of delegation of
either execution of permission [10] in SI*.

The second notion is about collective or group responsi-
bility, the most debated point that could not find a convinc-
ing representation with i* and its descendants. Each mem-
ber must fulfill its part, and all together they must ensure the
fulfillment of the other members’ parts, as in Example 2-3.

We noticed that designers are often prescriptive: they tell
what the system should do (after all they are designing it!).
In contrast, many S&D features require a notion that we
term mandatory non-determinism: for example to ensure
the fulfillment of their responsibility, each agent (Luke and
Paula) is possible to play both roles. These circumstances
cannot be modeled by a “play” relation, because the same
agent will end both as EC and PC which is against the regu-
lations. So, we introduced “can-play” relations and similar
variations for or-decomposition.

Finally, one of the problems of using a research-driven
modeling language is the lack of a document irrelevant
for academics but essential for practitioners (e.g., manual).



This might be a feature (the language is open to changes and
adaptations) or a bug (people from industry having to read
research articles with many small inconsistencies). This is-
sue traverses to many RE methodologies and case studies.
For example, in the paper combining i* and e3value [11]
no reference manual on either methodology is given thus
revealing its academic conception.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have reported our experience in using

the SI*/Secure Tropos methodology for modeling and ana-
lyzing requirements of an Air Traffic Management system.
This work has been very useful to understand the strengths
and weaknesses of the methodology in practice.

The major asset of the methodology is its simplicity: af-
ter essentially a meeting to introduce the language, it was
possible to communicate directly between experts from in-
dustry (who never saw a Tropos Model before) and mem-
bers from academia (who never saw an EC or PC before)
using directly SI*/Secure Tropos diagrams. Quite rapidly
domain experts from industry were able to correct and pro-
pose alternative models. This was a significant point for the
project since it allowed establishing a common language.

Looking at expressivity, we could model most fea-
tures [14] describing the foreground of the socially orga-
nized nature of work (awareness of work, distributed co-
ordination, plans, and procedures) even though some addi-
tion was needed to deal with collective goals. Spatially ori-
ented features, describing the physical nature of the work
and observable arrangements within the workplace, have
are still out of reach. Still, we do not see a viable alternative
among other RE methodologies. Another limitation (shared
with i*/Tropos) is the difficulty of moving smoothly from
a conceptual view to a process view. For instance, and-
decomposition might be either sequence or parallel flow.
This will be the subject of our future work.
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